
PareiDoliΛ 
is a duo investigating the radical extremes of 
presence and absence: sonifying phenomenon 
which usually lies beyond the human threshold 
of perception, reconfiguring the embodiment 
of instrument and performer in space, and 
plucking spectral voices from the air.   

PareiDoliA is Marta Zapparoli and Liz Allbee.  

Marta works with self-built antennas, world-wide 
band receivers, scanner and detector. Liz works with 
self-built quadraphonic trumpet and tine-wave 
spatialization. Together the two perform a longform 
multi-channel composition of haunting intensity. 
 
LISTEN: 
https://soundcloud.com/user-235196343 
 
WATCH: 
https://vimeo.com/294636056 

https://vimeo.com/256979917 

                   

 
 
  Upcoming Shows: 
  08th February 2019:      EarWeAre Festival, Biel, CH 
  25th February 2019:      Labor Sonor, Berlin, D 
  22nd November 2018:    Eavesdrop Festival, Berlin, D 
 
  Recent Shows:  
  05th May 2018:    Premiere Sonic Affects, Kesselhaus Museum, Berlin, D 
  10th October 2017:   Gallery of Fine Arts, Ostrava, CZ 
  09th October 2017:  Punctum, Prague, CZ 
  23rd-24th September 2017: Simultan Festival, Timisoara, RO 
  18th November 2016:  Bend/Break Festival, ausland, Berlin, D 
  20th July 2016:   The Rhiz, Vienna, A 
 
 

                                                                                                



 
 
 
ABOUT THE ARTISTS: 
 
 
MARTA ZAPPAROLI   
Exploring, discovering and listening below the surface of the audible to other possibilities of what can exist in the 
space. Focusing on the inaudible spectral site of the location where we are now - not to dream or be elsewhere, but 
to understand that here and now happens as a sonic reality, which is constantly mutable.  Catching these frequencies 
using tools and devices such as detectors, antennas, sensors and more, and developing these signals into a vortex of 
information in real time, with the use of reel to reel tape machines. Stimulating our senses from other sonic realities, 
which constantly cross our bodies, interrupting our balance. Developing and recognizing different ways of 
perceiving and listening beneath the audible. � 
 
BIO 
Marta Zapparoli is an active experimental sound artist, improviser, performer, and self-taught researcher. She 
works and lives in Berlin since 2007. In the past fourteen years her sonic work has focused on self-recorded sound 
from the external world using a wide array of devices, microphones, sensors, ultrasonic, digital and analogue 
recorders, and in the past four years has also included antennas, radio receivers, and detectors. She works without 
borders and with many unconventional techniques. She is interested in the boundaries and relations between acoustic 
ecology, electro-smog (radio wave phenomena, wireless communication, EMF) and natural radio phenomena (VLF). 
With all the recordings she has captured around the world, she builds strongly narrative and imaginative sonic pieces 
through live improvisation with real-time tape manipulation.  
Beside her solo project she has extensive duos and larger group collaborations including Pareidolia with (Liz 
Allbee), The Elks (Fagaschinski, Roisz, Allbee), Circuit Training Assemble , (Vertigo Transport) with Burkhard 
Beins, (Negativeione) with Yannick Franck and since 2009 is a member of Berlin’s 24-piece Splitter Orchestra. She 
has played with many regarded musicians and bands and performed throughout the EU as well as Turkey, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland, UK and the USA, in festivals such as Maerzmusik, Atonal, A’LARM, Fusion, Darmstädt, 
Sincussion, (Germany), Huddersfield, Sonorities (UK), Borealis (Norway), Crack (France), Sonic Circuit , High 
Zero (US), Geiger (Sweden), Konfrontationen (Austria), Zwei Tage Strom  (Switzerland) and more.  She produced 
release with : Idiosyncratic rec, Zeromoon rec, Mikroton rec. She has received grants from Musikfonds (Germany), 
GAI (Italy). She has been an artist-in-residence at EMS (Sweden), AIR Krems(Austria), and DAR  (Lithuania).  Info 
: http://martazapparoli.blogspot.de 
 
 
LIZ ALLBEE 
Using quadraphonic trumpet to throw the sound, breath and voice. 
Mapping instrumental architecture onto spatial architecture.  
Disassembling and reassembling presence - reflecting, expanding and miniaturizing space.  
Turning the world inside-out. 
Dancing. 

BIO 
Liz Allbee is a composer/performer residing in Berlin, Germany. She performs most often on trumpet, self-designed 
quadraphonic trumpet, electronics, and voice. Her work encompasses improvisation, electro-acoustic composition, 
and instrument creation, often focusing on issues of embodiment and extension. 
She performs regularly in Europe and the U.S. and has appeared at such festivals and venues as Maerzmusik, 
Donaueschinger Musiktage, and Darmstadt (Germany), San Francisco Electronic Music Festival (US), Huddersfield 
(UK), Wien Modern, (Austria) among others. She is the recipient of funding and grants from Initative Neue Musik, 
Musikfonds, Berlin Senat, the European Network for Contemporary Audiovisual Creation, and Berlin 
Arbeitsstipendium and has been Artist-in-Residence at Kunstmeile Krems, Austria, Avatar-Quebec, Q-02 in 
Brussels, and STEIM in Amsterdam. Allbee completed her M.A. in Music Composition at Wesleyan University in 
2013. Besides solo work, main projects and collaborators include the Splitter Orchester, Pareidolia 
(w/Marta Zapparoli), Ganzfeld (w/Sukandar Kartadinata), The Elks (Fagaschinski, Roisz, Zapparoli),  and The Liz 
(Liz Kosack and Korhan [Liz] Erel). Info: http://lizallbee.net 
 
 
                                                                                                


